Be a Champion for Change

Outlander Watch Party for World Child Cancer
We believe that no child, no matter where they are born, should be left to die of a painful illness when they could be cured with relatively simple and affordable treatments.

As a result, we aim to improve the diagnosis, treatment and support for children with cancer, and their families, in the low- and middle-income countries.

Why Childhood Cancer?

Where We Work

How You Can Help

Through your fundraising, you can make a real difference to these children and their families. Dust off your running shoes, grab a bucket, or bake up a storm and help to make a change today!
Meet Heena

She is 6 years old and after numerous misdiagnosis she was eventually diagnosed with cancer a year ago.

Heena’s dad Dhurva tell us that before being diagnosed, the family had travelled to Kathmandu to what they were told were two of the best private hospitals in the city in hopes of discovering what was wrong with their daughter. The reports showed nothing – they were told Heena had a common illness that would go away with a quick course of medication. When Heena didn’t get any better, they decided to go to KCH.

Due to a lack of education or effective training, many families and healthcare professionals do not properly understand childhood cancer, meaning many children with cancer end up being misdiagnosed or undiagnosed. Through training, World Child Cancer works to raise awareness of childhood cancer amongst in local communities.

World Child Cancer supports many children like Heena by funding training for doctors, treatment, transports costs and raising awareness of childhood cancer.
How Your Fundraising Helps:

£5  
- could provide a week's worth of pain relief medication for a child with a life-limiting condition in Bangladesh.

£10  
- could buy a welcome pack of basic supplies for a family new to the ward in Malawi.

£50  
- could pay for a round of life-saving chemotherapy for a child in Ghana.

£150  
- could support services that enable the accurate diagnosis of 10 children with cancer in Malawi.

£500  
- could support ongoing treatment for 14 children with cancer in Cameroon for one year.

£1000  
- could pay for a specialist to spend a week in Myanmar training laboratory staff on accurate diagnosis.

£2000  
- could pay for essential ward equipment for one year in Malawi.

For every £1 given, 83p goes towards making a difference to the lives of children with cancer all over the world!

Holding your own Watch Party:

- Design some Outlander decorations, tartan bunting and character masks.
- Write your own quiz.
- Dress up as an Outlander character.
- Remember to involve all your friends and family.
- Try and bake some Scottish treats – see below for some ideas!

These are just a few ideas but there are hundreds of ways you can theme your party – BE CREATIVE!
Some traditional Scottish treats to try

1. Highland Toffee – takes less than 20 minutes to cook
2. Bannocks – griddled flatbreads
3. Shortbread – you could even try and decorate them in traditional tartan like the picture above

Why not try and make your very own Outlander Bingo!

- Use a bingo card generators online or just grab a pen and paper and make your own grid
- Fill in the squares with things you are likely to see
- Then watch your guests have the best time trying to win!
- Some examples you could use:
  - Every time Jamie rides a horse
  - Someone plays music
  - Someone drinks whiskey

Getting a group together isn't the only way you can get involved!

Get involved on social media

- Live tweet during the episode (or Instagram stories, maybe even start a group chat with your fellow Outlanders)

- Make sure to keep sharing that you're a supporter of World Child Cancer, leading actress Caitriona Balfe's charity, and encourage other fans to do the same

- Finally make sure you tag @WChildCancer on twitter so we can see your amazing efforts! See our handles below:

  facebook.com/WorldChildCancer
  @WChildCancer
  @WChildCancer / @caitscaraida

Top Tip: For more inspiration and Outlander themed party ideas check out Pintrest!
Alice and her co-workers raised £48 by selling cakes and cookies to their surrounding offices in celebration of the Great British Bake Off Final!

Sisters Louise and Jenni dressed up as Ana and Elsa from Frozen across a number of events they organised, including movie nights, face painting and a coffee morning!

Thank you for supporting World Child Cancer!

Your ongoing support is so important and ensures that we can continue to improve the diagnosis, access to treatment and quality of care for children with cancer all over the world.

In celebration of the new season, will you set up a recurring monthly donation of £5 and be part of a community of Outlanders who are committed to changing the lives of children with cancer now, and in the future?

Your monthly donations of £5 could help to ensure that six children with cancer are correctly diagnosed each year. Your support could help to save the life of a child with cancer, just like Heena, who is now receiving specialist care thanks to the ongoing kindness of our generous donors.

Sign up here now